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recently launched the latest custom designer JCWill2 Nike Air Foamposite Pro works "Abstract" customized version, this version of
the foam building, shoe body painted cool grey, and the explosion crack pattern extends from lace holes to heel, at the same time,
the tongue and heel shoes lead pulling rope and embroidery Swoosh also joined the red, black crystal at the end of the same ice
incomparable. 

March 26, 1997; the largest mass suicide in the United States; the "gate of heaven" event. The police reportedly arrived, thirty-nine
died of the body was found in the house, the scene is neat, black, black trousers, black shoes, covered with purple cloth, like is
preparing to go out of town. The members believed in the "heaven" of faith, which includes the sixty-six year old Marshall Appel
Whitaker leader. They collectively committed suicide because of the Haier BOPP comet. They thought there was a "flying saucer" of
the "human class" behind the comet, waiting to be taken back. So they have to get rid of the human body before the comet comes.
Some male and female believers also castrate and remove their breasts before committing suicide so that they can prepare for their
journey without sex. "heaven" also known as Tianmen teach, in 1975 by the American Marshall A Poole Wilde (Marshall Applewhite)
in Oregon was founded, has been internationally recognized as a cult. The UFO believe in UFOs, aliens, UFOs, aliens and that is
God or savior. They believe that the human soul comes from an extraterrestrial ball and enters the body in pursuit of material
comforts. Therefore, human beings can attain a higher realm and return to the universe through strict abstinence practices. 
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